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Debate
Politics, Power, Poverty and Global Health: Systems and
Frames
Solomon Benatar1,2*
Abstract
Striking disparities in access to healthcare and in health outcomes are major characteristics of health across the
globe. This inequitable state of global health and how it could be improved has become a highly popularized field
of academic study. In a series of articles in this journal the roles of power and politics in global health have been
addressed in considerable detail. Three points are added here to this debate. The first is consideration of how the
use of definitions and common terms, for example ‘poverty eradication,’ can mask full exposure of the extent of
rectification required, with consequent failure to understand what poverty eradication should mean, how this
could be achieved and that a new definition is called for. Secondly, a criticism is offered of how the term ‘global
health’ is used in a restricted manner to describe activities that focus on an anthropocentric and biomedical
conception of health across the world. It is proposed that the discourse on ‘global health’ should be extended
beyond conventional boundaries towards an ecocentric conception of global/planetary health in an increasingly
interdependent planet characterised by a multitude of interlinked crises. Finally, it is noted that the paucity of
workable strategies towards achieving greater equity in sustainable global health is not so much due to lack of
understanding of, or insight into, the invisible dimensions of power, but is rather the outcome of seeking solutions
from within belief systems and cognitive biases that cannot offer solutions. Hence the need for a new framing
perspective for global health that could reshape our thinking and actions.
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Introduction
Striking disparities and inequities in access to healthcare and
inequalities in health outcomes are major characteristics of
health across the globe.1,2 How these disparities are described
and could be narrowed has become a highly popularized
field of academic and political attention in recent decades.
In a series of articles in this journal many aspects of power
and politics have been explicated in an attempt to better
understand their roles in improving global health (Box 1).3-7
To extend this debate beyond conventional boundaries,
several additional considerations are introduced here: a
critical perspective on the definition of poverty with a more
ambitious resolve for poverty eradication; improved clarity in
‘global health’ terminology; the role of belief systems, framing
and metaphors that shape our thinking; and the need to shift
the dominant belief system towards an ecological conception
of global/planetary health.
Poverty Eradication
The Pew Research Center Report,8 and a Lancet paper on
‘convergence in health’9 shed light on how poverty and income
levels are defined and provide insight into the shortcomings
of such definitions. The World Bank’s range of income groups
and the percentage of the world’s population in each, with
changes from 2001 to 2011 are shown in Figure from the
recent Pew Report. The extremely poor live on <$2 per day,
in what has been defined as ‘a condition characterized by
severe deprivation of basic human needs, including food, safe
drinking water, sanitation facilities, health, shelter, education
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and information.’ This is the group at which ‘poverty
eradication’ is aimed. Many in all the groups above this are
clustered at the lower end of these higher ranges of income.
I suggest it is appropriate that we should reflect more deeply
on what the standard of living must be like for those living at
these levels. What food can they afford and what does their
diet comprise? What housing conditions do they live under?
To what standard of healthcare do they have access? What
level of education can they reach, and what work can they
hope for or do, and how could these be improved with new
definitions of poverty and more vigorous attempts to alleviate
the associated problems?
It can be seen from Figure that all the changes in distribution
across income levels between 2001 and 2011 could have been
achieved by daily per capita income increments of as less than
US$1-3 at the upper end of each category. These increases do
shift many into the lower part of the range in the next-highest
category. However, such ‘economic advancement’ cannot be
credibly labeled as ‘lifting out of poverty,’ other than in terms
of the ludicrously low levels of income considered as poverty
by the World Bank. While there have also been improvements
in some lower common denominator measures of health, such
as death rates, these improvements are not remotely sufficient
to support optimism about ‘global convergence’ in wealth
and health outcomes.9 Such optimistic but evasive thinking
justifies ‘feel good’ attitudes, but prevents us from recognizing
the gravity of the continuing wide disparities in health under
these circumstances and from acknowledging the causal role
of powerful, socially constructed forces.10,11
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The Distribution of the Global Population by Income: A More Detailed Picture
This report analyzes changes in the distribution of the world’s population by income, using five income brackets or
categories: poor, low income, middle income, upper-middle income and high income. These categories capture the key shifts

Box 1. Aspects of Power Debated

in the global population by income levels between 2001 and 2011. But the distribution of the world’s population varies not
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Figure. Distribution of Global Income or Consumption 2001-2011 (From Pew Research Centre Report8).

These forces, inter alia include the ideology that promotes
some (usually wealthy) nations to others (usually poor) across
neoliberal economic policies, and their progressive legal
national or regional boundaries. International health work
www.pewresearch.org
entrenchment in trade rules and other exploitative processes
is thus an extension of a charitable, superior, ideologically
that (i) sustain pervasive poverty, (ii) prevent the development
inspired, individualistic, and biomedical conception of
of healthcare systems capable of limiting emerging new
modern medical care of individuals and associated public
infectious diseases and epidemics,12 and (iii) contribute to
health measures.16
internecine conflict with massive displacement of people and
The historical antecedents of ‘global health’ activities began
large numbers of refugees. These, and other complex 21stwith colonial medicine in the 18th and 19th centuries, when
century global crises such as climate change, environmental
international travel made conquest possible and enabled
degradation, the global economic crisis and crises in
the foreign expansion of industry and extractive processes
food, water and energy security will shape the future of all
to increase the wealth and power of colonising nations.
globally.1,13,14 It is arguable that new definitions of poverty are
Tropical disease medicine then followed in the early 20th
required to drive more intensive alleviation processes that
century when advances in medicine and the development of
have greater potential for ‘eradicating poverty in all its forms’
the disciplines of bacteriology, parasitology, helminthology
and improving global health.15
and drugs to treat these infestations/infections enhanced
the security of foreign powers through improved control of
Global Health: Terminology
infectious diseases. International health activities expanded
Global health is not the same as international health. The
and changed in the mid 20th century when infectious diseases
latter focuses on providing assistance with healthcare (often
were largely controlled in wealthy countries. A range of copaternalistically) by health personnel or organizations from
operative endeavours were then implemented to promote and
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improve health in low- and middle-income countries.17
This trajectory of interest in health around the world should
also be viewed in the context of several hundred years
of development. Economic, scientific and technological
advances have changed human life more than ever in the
past, benefiting some people greatly and many more very
little,1 with some profoundly adverse implications for the
future of us all. Over recent years slippage in terminology
from international health to ‘global health,’ without defining
any change in content of global health activities (other than
new global funding mechanisms), has bred confusion.18,19 The
recent leap from this inadequate conception of global health to
use of the term ‘planetary health’20 disingenuously claimed to
offer the new insight of a healthy planet as essential for human
health, while others whose work was not acknowledged have
repeatedly articulated this in the past.21-26
Global (Planetary) Health: Belief Systems, Frames and
Metaphors
In the context of the health implications of climate change
and environmental degradation,27 new ideas and action are
required to ensure meaningful progress in the health of whole
populations and the sustainability of life on our planet.28
How we view, think about and act on threats to global health
critically depends on our belief system that influences how
we view ourselves, the world in which we live, to what kind
of future world we aspire, and what we consider to be the
most appropriate research agenda for the pursuit of such
goals. Whichever view is held, or what balance between them
is achieved, will influence what action is considered to be
necessary. All belief systems mobilize feelings and motivations
through symbols that work most powerfully when subliminal.
What is believed becomes an important aspect of ‘reality’
whether true or not and this applies both to religious and
secular belief systems.29,30
Frames are mental structures with mostly subconscious
reference points that determine automatically and repetitiously
how knowledge is constructed and debated. They allow us to
create what we take to be reality and to facilitate our most
basic interactions with the world by structuring our ideas
and concepts, shaping the way we reason and impacting on
how we perceive and how we act. Cognitive bias refers to
systematic patterns of deviation from norms of judgment,
whereby inferences about other people and situations may
be drawn through subjective perception of our own social
reality. Metaphors are additional fundamental mechanisms
of mind that through indirect comparisons subtly shape our
perceptions and structure our most basic understandings of
our experience and actions.31
The contemporary dominant belief system and its frames
for global thinking are characterized by an emphasis on
individualism, freedom, philanthropy and an economy
dominated by market considerations, all of which give
priority to monetary value and short-term interests in all
aspects of life. This is the backdrop that explains the failure to
prevent the recent devastating Ebola epidemic, despite ample
warnings from previous smaller Ebola and other infectious
disease outbreaks, and many think-tank commissions.32
In addition, a narrow version of Human Rights discourse,
focused on civil and political rights, has become the favored

moral compass in secular societies, with little reference to
the full range of rights implicit in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) and no use of other rich moral
languages such as those of solidarity, virtue and character.33
It should also be noted that as the achievement of most of
the Human Rights referred to in the UDHR is dependent on
access to material resources, these Rights are increasingly
difficult to achieve in the face of wide economic disparities.
Moreover focusing on individual perpetrators and individual
victims of ‘human rights abuses’ ignores the vastly greater
contribution of flawed systems to the failure to achieve
Human Rights more widely for whole populations of people.34
The best-known metaphor in healthcare is war against
disease and this is framed within scientific innovation,
competitiveness and the ‘right’ to health/healthcare. These
combative and technological metaphors and frames are
extrapolated to global health and buttressed by linking health
to competitive economic growth as development, and to
an adversarial notion of ethics (Human Rights). Such ways
of thinking have been described as ‘the common sense’ of
dominant practices that need to be critically re-evaluated and
replaced with a new paradigm.35
Challenging the Dominant Belief System and Framing
The quality of life enjoyed by, and the ongoing expectations
of, the 20% of people in the world who consume 80% of the
world’s energy and resources, breed reluctance to admit that
our current global ecological and health predicaments are to
a considerable extent attributable to endless entitlements and
wasteful consumption patterns. This reluctance is supported
by the popular notion that more philanthropy and new
technology should have the highest priority to overcome
current crises.36 Such features of the lives of the privileged and
powerful also generate neglect and denial of the need for the
paradigmatic change needed to restructure power relations
in ways that could achieve solutions potentially within our
grasp.37,38
In challenging the dominant discourse and agenda for
improving global health it is suggested that the major impetus
to the ‘progress’ that has led to only about 20% of people in
the world having desirable lifestyles arises not only from the
invisibility of power structures but more especially from the
invisibility of the belief system wherein power is embedded
and that determines the way we think and how we frame our
ideas, values, and actions [1].30,39
The recent Lancet-University of Oslo Commission on
governance for global health40 is a prominent example of
an insightful but incomplete and largely technical diagnosis
of global health problems. The Report’s failure to make
appropriate recommendations for progress can be explained
by its ignoring the underlying economic and political
values and forces that shape the ideological, intellectual and
research frameworks of global health and its governance,
and that underpin the underlying causal processes of health
disparities.38,41 Those who benefit from this belief system
have the privilege and the power to drive or support political
agendas that preserve their privilege. Indeed, the global health
discourse agenda has been captured and held hostage by those
with the most power.42,43
However, it has also been proposed that it is not so much
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our belief system and values that are at fault, but rather our
distortions of many highly prized constituent values within
our belief system,44,45 and our lack of moral imagination26
that contribute to failure to rectify some of the forces that
promote and sustain major inequalities in the determinants of
global health. The dominant and dominating mind-set of the
most privileged people in the world tends to lock us into our
particular utopian realms of thinking and action that must
surely seem mysterious, untrustworthy and irremediable
to those whose lives remain severely restricted by socially
constructed causes of poverty and lack of opportunities to
flourish.46
In their collaborative study on framing global health
McInnes and colleagues have used a constructivist theoretical
approach to examine both the ideational and the material
bases behind contemporary debates and controversies in
the discourses about global health.47 It is surprising that a
social constructivist approach, based on a combination of
ideational considerations and material conditions, yields
such a restricted range of frames as they describe. This
shortcoming can be attributed to the fact that such frames,
like those proposed by others,48,49 have been developed only
from the perspective of the dominant belief system within
a social world where the privileged minority lives with high
consumption patterns in what has been called a ‘market
civilization’ ideology.42 Such a belief system, presumed to be
universal, underplays the pathophysiology and effects of the
exploitation and discrimination associated with the materially
impoverished lives of billions of people, and ignores the varied
alternative belief systems within which other ideational biases
could arise.
It is legitimate to imagine that in other contexts very different
notions of global health could be influenced by socially
constructed systems, powerfully shaped by different beliefs.
For example dystopic belief systems can arise from feelings of
neglect, hopelessness, lack of empowerment, and social violence
fueled by hypocrisy, arrogance, corruption, and exploitation.50-52
More optimistic traditional belief systems with their own
powerful heuristic influences, as explored elsewhere, cannot
be ignored.53,54 It is also possible that the methodology of an
inter-philosophies dialogue55 could facilitate a constructive
tension capable of modifying the dominant perspective that
seems increasingly out of touch with the limits of economic
growth and other dangers at a time when human activity
threatens planetary sustainability.56
Global/Planetary Health as a Desirable Belief System and
Frame
It is now widely accepted that human activity (population
growth and consumption patterns) contributes to climate
change, environmental degradation and loss of biological
diversity, all of which are already posing profound risks to
health and all life that disproportionately affect the poorest,
as exemplified by the emergence and spread of new zoonotic
disease. Such dangers cannot be corrected with outdated
highly individualistic ways of thinking.57 Today’s challenge
is to replace the current meaning of ‘global health’ with a
concept of global/planetary health long perceived as a more
complex notion.1,21
Global health, appropriately understood as an ecocentric
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concept, embraces the idea of healthy people on a
healthy planet. This notion goes beyond anthropocentric
considerations on health to include the importance of the
interconnectedness of all life-forms and human well-being
on an ecologically threatened planet.14,58,59 Prominent values
and frames within this system would include a deep sense of
physical, moral and spiritual interdependence with nature
(animals, plants and the ecological system) that sustains all
life, and a spirit of solidarity, co-operation, sharing and social
responsibility that respects the public commons and future
generations.60
These dimensions of global health have not yet been
adequately acknowledged in an era of high technology
medicine where progress is increasingly focused on genomics
and personalized medicine. Short sighted and self-interested
satisfaction with medical progress and with what is being
done for the poor, together with glib statements about
‘convergence of health within one generation,’ obstruct
achievement of a much needed 21st century paradigm shift
to the more complex framing of an ecological and systems
conception of global social justice and global health,45,61
pursued through governance under more effective democratic
control.62 Addressing such issues lies at the heart of developing
sustainability as a more apt metaphor than sustainable
development for improving health in the 21st century.63 Some
thoughtful and penetrating frameworks for policies to achieve
new ambitious goals have been outlined.38,62,64 These should
be the starting points for visionary research and ambitious
collaboration in taking effective action to avert the tragedies
visible on the horizon that are already becoming manifest.65
Conclusions
Contemplation of health and how it could be improved within
the above, broadened perspective requires historical insight
into the implications of perpetuating current upstream causal
processes that are compromising global/planetary health and
destroying the resilience of our natural environment on which
all life is crucially dependent. Lessons need to be learned from
the collapse of civilizations that have flourished and declined –
not least because of a variety of human behavioral excesses.66,67
It is unlikely that sufficient progress can be made in the health
of whole populations globally without some changes to how
the global political economy operates, promotion of more
sustainable consumption patterns, new resource distributive
mechanisms and conceptions of power such as co-operative
‘power with,’ instead of coercive ‘power over’ that could
enhance mutually beneficial endeavors.68 This will require a
major global shift towards a more uniformly held ecocentric
belief system - a prospect that seems unlikely given human
nature but is arguably essential. At the very least such an
agenda is deserving of the attention of scholars and concerned
citizens of the world.
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Endnote

[1] I use the terms ‘we’ and ‘us’ to refer to those who use dominant and powerful
ways of thinking.
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